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Olympic Games turnes to be a main point in any sportsman life.
It is a competition, where the best of best wins, and where the
winner becomes a national hero. This is the reason why the
winning in this sports event is a top in any athlete career. The
battles on the fields of sport attract the attention of everybody:
the poor and the rich, politics and businessmen, house-wives,
children, elder ones… Mostly the tickets to the competitions are
sold long before the first starts and tribunes are overfilled.
Unfortunately this very huge amount of people - not the sports
events themselves - attracts those, whose interests lie in a very
different sector: the terrorists

As any other mass event, the Olympic Games are a "tasty cake" for terrorists. Their aim is to
attract the attention, to frighten people killing them as many as possible. And for sure - after
acts of terror with hundreds, and sometimes even thousands of innocent victims, there rises
a thunderstorm of emotions as well as the fear for one's relatives' lives. We can easily
remember our own feelings when watching TV, where the ruins of houses in Moscow or
Volgodonsk or burni ng underground trains, or skyscrapers ruined in New-York were shown.
Unfortunately, recently this list contains a lot of other examples. And in addition, the Olympics
are collecting people from different countries, with different skin-color and different religions.
Anti-terror operations already became one of the main task of security services from a
number of countries of the world. Yearly they spend billions of dollars to protect themselves,
but unfortunately day after day we hear about new acts of terror all around the world. So we
are interested, what have the Greece security done to let us remember the coming Olympics
2004 in Athens as a great sport event - not as a grave for thousands?
Short history remind
1972
Munich. Germany.
The members of palestinian terror organisation "Black September" had taken Israel
sportsmen as a hostages right in a building of Olympic Village. They killed two hostages and
got the helicopter. The policemen and snipers start shooting - but unsuccessful. All hostages
were killed (11 persons). The caught terrorists were ex-traditioned to arab countries and soon
all of them were free. Prime-minister of Israel Golda Meer ordered to five secret agents to
find and kill terrorists. It was done. Three of five agents were lost during mission.
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1996
Athlanta.USA.
An unknown man has blowed up a bomb filled with nails in a city park. One man was killed
and more then a hundred were wounded.
Security and Records.
In February 2003 the government of Greece has declared, that it will increase with 8 up to 10
thousand the number of military men of safety forces responsible for a safety of Olympiad
tournaments in Athens. Besides that 40 thousand more military men will be on fighting watch
and ready to protect sportsmen and visitors of games from acts of terrorism (this number is
three times more than on Olympiad in Sydney in 2000ã.). And after explosions thundered in
Athens in May 2004ã., the number of employees providing safety, have been solved to
increase up to 20 thousand, that in total will make more than 70 thousand, and the general
budget of a safety of Olympic Games has increased by ˆ350 million, and makes ˆ1 billion
($1,2 billion). If we shall recollect Olympiad in Salt Lake City we shall remember, that in
protection of the order in streets of city service and on sports-objects it has been involved 15
thousand employees of security services (on a safety it has been allocated $400 million).
Even in Afghanistan during antiterrorist operation, American forces were used in less
number. However at interrogation, 80 % of respondents in spite of that felt themselves not in
safety and were afraid of new acts of terrorism in capital of Olympic Games. From May, 14 till
May, 21 2004 research company MRB Hellas carried out interrogation of Greece citizens,
and among other questions there was - whether " the security service will admit carrying out
terrorist acts? ", - 86,3 % interrogated have answered negatively. Probably naive citizens of
Greece think, that the more they spend for the safety, the more protected they will be! It is
necessary to ponder upon these figures - $1,2 billion in Athens, against $400 million in Salt
Lake City (2002)! If we will recall Atlanta - it was been spent for safety of Olympic Games as
"little" as $96 million. Ne vertheless - expensive does not mean good! Forthcoming Olympic
Games will be one of the most expensive in history, for its organization it is spent $7.3 billion!
Who will protect the Olympics?
Certainly, struggle against terrorism is a problem of everyo ne, on this for participation in it,
the state involves commercial structures (firms-developers of antiterrorist techniques, the
private security enterprises, etc.). The coming Olympiad did not became an exclusion from
this rule. On January 22 Greece government has announced the tender on a safety for
Olympiad - 2004 not validated. According to agency ANA information, any of the companies
which have put forward their projects on the tender, has not requested for the services less
then $300 million while conditions of competition provided expenses not above $260 million.
But, at repeated carrying out of the tender, the winner appeared American company SAIC
(Science Applications International Corporation), whose project costs $280 million (A good
part of a budget on a safety of games), according to other source - $320 million. Quite a nice
sum of money! So what is this winner-company? Can it really protect the competitors and
guests from extremists' acts? The most complete picture about the company gives the
chapter "Secrets of elections. Closed joint-stock company of authority." from the book by Kivi
Bird "Gigabits of authorities. Information technologies between freedom and totalitarianism".
"We are an invisible-being company," - one of top-managers of SAIC Whale Nightingale, in
the past the colonel of division for special actions of the American army has confidentially
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informed in interview. - "we are everywhere, but almost nobody does notice it ". Californian
headquarters of SAIC is located on northern suburb of San Diego, and externally its wellgroomed campus differs nothing from all other constructions of a similar sort. However inside
the armed security forces are staying everywhere, doors are locked on safe locks, and many
rooms are shielded from compromising electromagnetic radiations. For many years milliard
incomes of the company were almost completely provided with contracts of the Federal
Government of the USA. A significant part of them are tasks of investigation: development of
powerful computer systems for the data analysis (data mining), the software for satellites of
specific investigations, a special equipment for systems of supervision. Besides performance
of investigating services contracts, SAIC corporation develops computer maintenance for
submarines and jet fighters, participates in creation of systems for antimissile defense and
underground nuclear bunkers in Nevada, ensures the functioning of national system of the
account of crimes (FBI), and also has the contract with federal tax service of the USA as an
administrator of the financial information. One more sphere of business roughly developing
recently - developing a wide sort of system for new Department of safety of fatherland, like
scanning devices scale-radiation based, that can scan the contents of sealed up containers
and lorries.
In 1996ã. SAIC, on behalf of the governmental departments of the USA organized
competition on carrying out the research works - " Russian technologies of monitoring". This
program was carried out in Russian Federation with an aim to reach a perfection of national
and international measures of monitoring observance of the international agreements on
restriction, prohibition and destruction of various kinds of the weapon of mass defeat and its
non-distribution. We can only guess, what a "brain-leakage" and technologies loss it turned
to be for our country.
The aura of secret is a constant surrounding for SAIC that employs a huge amount of former
special services agents, military structures commanders and heads of justice departments.
The permission to work with the state secrets have more than 5000 workers of SAIC, and its
founder and unchangeable chief Robert G. Bester, as it is used to say, has the highest
admission to the state secrets which was ever given out to civilian citizens of the country.
The most noticeable detail of SAIC is its Directors' Board. The exact number of people in this
collective is never known, because (as it is informed on a site of the company) it varies within
the limits of 12-22 persons. Besides there is also a special mechanism of indispensable
rotation - annually the structure is updated on third with the invitation of new directors for
about three-year period. The former directors often leave the business for some new high
state rank.
As a whole, the names of this "roundabout" people impress a lot: Admiral Bobby Inman,
former director of National Safety agency and deputy director of CIA; Melvin Laird, minister of
defense in president Nikson government; general Max Thurman, that was a commander for
Panama intrusion; Donald Hicks, that was a head of researches and developments in
Pentagon; Robert Gates, former director of CIA; William Perry, the Defense minister in
Klinton administration; John Doich, also former CIA director… And so on.
Among the latest director it's necessary to mention the retired general Wayne Dauning,
member of "Committee for the Liberation of Iraq" Council, and right before the war - the main
lobby of American-made "Iraq National Congress" and its head Ahmed Chalaby. Previously
we've already mentioned another high military admiral William Owens, that is the main
executing director and vice-chairman of SAIC directors' board. He simultaneously presents in
five different companies councils, and all of them are pumping over billions of dollars from
"Iraq Donations"; and also he is the member of Advisory political council of Pentagon, that is
preparing the strategy for Defense minister Ramsfield. Now you can generally imagine the
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essence of rather profitable private enterprise SAIC with its nourishing sucking from a rich
state feeding trough. From the period of Richard Nikson when nuclear-physician Robert
Bester has founded his "closed joint-stock company" in 1969, each of US Presidents had
somebody from SAIC directors' board in his closest surrounding. Due to doubtless organizing
talents of Bester and so favorable position of company at authority, absolutely all years of
existence of corporation were profitable for it - despite of economic recessions, political
problems and other disorders of a society life. The income of a firm, belonging to its
employee, had grown from 243 thousand dollar in 1970 to 6 and more billion dollars in 2003.
In November 2003 Robert Bester, that got 78 y.o., decided to leave the key posts of the
president and executive director of corporation, having invited instead Kenneth Dalberg, vicepresident on information technologies from General Dynamics corporations. For himself
Bester has left a place of the directors' board chairman of SAIC. It is considered, that only at
the present state administration of the Bush-son rough privatization of favorable state orders
has become in USA so frankly unethical - at a sight of many, simply ugly - the forms testifying
to irrepressible avidity of the high-ranking state officials. As a brightest example of the
situation it is used to mention Halliburton company (oil, constructing, military), that got the
many-billion contract for reconstructing of Iraq oil industry "without competing" with only one
reason: its former director was Dick Chaney. To tell the truth, this way of giving state orders
"to self friends" was constructed long ago and with the direct participation of SAIC. So there
is no wonder at all, that SAIC corporation was among the first ones, who got the profitable
contracts in Iraq - even several months before the war started.

Pentagon had paid 96 million dollars to Harris company for supervising of television and
radio network, that was previously owned by Saddam Hussein. Now its name is "Al Iraq".
The contract was transferred to Harris after SAIC had failed to attract Iraq audience - their
broadcasting was too pro-American.
The size of Iraq piece of cake you can imagine according to Wall Street Journal , that called
the Iraq project "the biggest reconstructing works of US government from the times of
Germany and Japan reconstruction after Second World war'. The definite amounts of
American tax bearers money, that are supposed to be spent for the project are still unknown.
But it is clear already, that Bush administration has in addition requested in September, 2003
87 billion dollars, besides those 3,7 billion that are allocated for Iraq monthly. According to
rough estimates, for the nearest years this sum in total can grow up to 200-500 billion dollars.
For today SAIC, probably, is the most influential company in the American state
administration and the majority of people never heard about it. The Federal Government - as
the main customer - usually does not wish at all, that public knew anything about the things
that SAIC is engaged in. And thanks to its statement of "Closed joint stock venture" - very
unusual for the company that is involved in state orders, for SAIC it is possible to stay
constantly outside of reach of burdensome checks of financial bodies and the concerned
investors. One more of the important features in SAIC activity is the powerful diversification
of its business and huge quantity of rather small orders. In 2003 the corporation
simultaneously worked on 8 and more thousand contracts - and 5300 of them were the
contracts from US government, mostly special services and Pentagon.

Let's remember, that Pentagon in September 2001 became a target for one of the terroristsdirected planes, and the point of explosion was the part of a building where anti-terrorist
department was located. So is it possible for Pentagon with SAIC to protect the Olympics
from possible attacks, if they cannot defend themselves?!
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When Pentagon decided to collect and prepare a team of Iraq emigrants as a help to US
forces in reconstruction of ruined Iraq, the contract for this job was given to SAIC. When
Maryland Governor Robert Erlih decided to organize the expertise of electronic electing
devices security before buying them, he concluded a contract for that with SAIC. When US
army started to solve a delicate problem of utilization of old chemical weapons on Aberdeen
Proving polygon, the contract also was passed to SAIC. National Cancer Institute (USA) has
addressed for the help to SAIC at the organization of works in the Frederick research center
(Maryland) - within the 1.25 billion dollars contract 1500 employee of the corporation are
engaged, among other, in a research of different aspects of the biological weapon usage.
SAIC conclude very unusual contracts sometimes.
For example, Traffic Safety Administration (TSA) has decided, that it hardly need help to
utilize a huge amount of different things, that are being confiscated while passengers'
luggage examination (new rules after September, 11, 2001) - little scissors, defense sprays,
celebratory crackers, knives, etc. Somebody could suppose that it should be cheaper to
arrange little companies, working in airports for dealing with all this stuff. But the government
officials of USA have their different opinion, and a many-million contract for this work was
concluded with SAIC, of course.
One of the most important sectors of the corporation activities is informational-technology
special. In SAIC laboratory in Annapolis (Maryland), close to Fort-Mid - the headquarters of
National Safety Agency - the team of 150 employees works on a new software for NSA - a
software for data scanning and effective analysis of huge information stream, coming from
radio interceptions collected from the communication nets all around the world. The declared
cost of this super confidential project which has received code name Trailblazer reaches 282
million dollars.
SAIC with several other companies of the USA, has received the order cost $252 million on
development of the information weapon samples of "defensive and offensive character". The
companies undertake to carry out a full cycle of research and development, including
integration of the received samples into a working information infrastructure of US-army, their
adjustment and the subsequent maintenance service. The program is to be fulfilled till August
2009ã.
Here is one more example - very fresh one. In November 2003 under the pressure of Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) in USA there have taken effect new rules according to
which all users of cellular telephones now can reserve there own telephone number, passing
from one provider of mobile communication to another. FCC has put these rules into practice
to great pleasure of public, despite of the strongest protests and resistance on the part of the
telecommunication companies losing the reliable tool of a binding of subscribers to their
services, and instead - receiving just new technical problems. If we will remember the set of
rather unpopular decisions that FCC made during the time while it is headed by Michael
Powell (the son of the state secretary of Bush administration, general Kolin Powell), such
care of simple citizens needs looked rather unusually, as we can see.
But soon all became much clearer when it was found out, that corporation SAIC has been
actively involved in this project. Probably, the special services got tired while listening to
cellular telephones with a situation when subscribers of mobile communication change their
numbers at change of the provider. Interests of subscribers and those who are to watch them
have completely coincided - and here at the state level the firm decision on constant
fastening number for the owner is accepted. Well, technical maintenance of a delicate affair
have been charged to SAIC as usual. The corporation has employed 90 persons which
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approximately for three months have created a system of telephone numbers exchange
between providers.
When it is going on like this, one can hardly be surprised, that the support of a major
important problem of realization the electronic systems of voting have been charged the most
reliable firm - Science Applications International Corp.
And we are not surprised with the information, that was given to prime-minister of Greece
Kostas Karamanlis by the minister of social safety of Greece Jorgus Vulgarakis after his
staying in USA for the discussions of Olympic problems with American officials. The
negotiators from USA were American President's advisor Kondoliza Rice, CIA and FBI
Director, national safety secretary Thomas Ridge and US deputy Secretary of State Richard
Armitage. The information was that Washington is satisfied with the results of works for the
Games Safety - according minister's words. Well, why not!? Greeks officially announced that
they are supposing "Al Kaida" acts of terror and rely to America help! OK, Greece is NATO
country, and the competition between companies for the contract of safety procedures could
be won by NATO-country company only. And closest to Pentagon company is SAIC - most
profitable decision for USA.
SAIC - will be responsible for non-failure operation of the equipment established in more than
100 centers of security services - in Athens and vicinities of the Greek capital. Besides the
corporation has delivered to Greece about 1250 watching cameras for transport movement
on city highways controlling. The special cameras developed by SAIC, also will be
established on helicopters and balloons providing safety of Games from air.
Together with companies Motorola and Siemens, SAIC will engage in maintenance of the
protected radio communication. The system of communications will be based on TETRA
standard (Terrestrial Trunked Radio) - the unique open standard of the protected radio
communication that was confirmed by European Institute of Standardization for Telecommunications (ETSI).
… That is our common business!..
In the middle of 90th years the international terrorist community began to be formed. So, in
1995 in Sudan has taken place the meeting of the Islamic extremist and terrorist
organizations. On the agenda of meeting there was a question of a network of
representations of the international Islamic movement creation. Struggle against terrorism
also is not possible without consolidation of all world community for termination of social,
economical and ideological roots of this phenomenon. But not everybody wants to unite for
the real struggle. Some countries - USA for example - show their wish to fight extremism and
terrorism in "tete-a-tete" way. According to the information of Greek Embassy, "Russia is an
eighth country in the contact group formed for the Olympic Games safety. Also this group
includes USA, Canada, Australia, Spain, Great Britain, Germany, France…"
Let us pay a special attention to the first place of USA and the eighth place of Russia. That
was done specially. Cooperation of the countries that join the international anti-terrorism
coalition is very weak. The USA persistently aspires to operate unilaterally, use double
standards without mentioning the opinion and interests of other countries. Olympiad 2004
becomes one more vivid example.
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Russian technologies
While SAIC is developing the computer systems of data analysis, Russian specialists are
already using them! The clear example for that is the information and programming complex
"Trend", that proved its effectiveness both for business and State safety. Lets use it to make
a forecast of an act of terror possibility during the summer Olympic Games 2004 in Athens.
To do it we ask for a help the representatives of developing company "Verbin and partners":
Estimation of comparative probability of possible acts of terrorism and the forecast of
tendencies of the intensity growth connected to safety on summer Olympic Games in
Athens (Greece).
The resulting forecast shows the
appearance
of
some
factors,
influencing the surrounding and
making it more dangerous according
to the possibility of terrorism acts in
Athens during the Olympic Games
2004. These factors are directly
connected to the growth of terrorism in
the world and in Greece separately.
The most probable possible kinds of
acts of terrorism, taking into account
mass character of spent actions and
their international value, can be
explosions, stealing of an air vessel, biological and chemical terrorism, capture of hostages,
other kinds of terrorism (exotic, for example, cyber-terrorism, information terrorism) are not
excluded. On the histogram pict.1 it is shown the distribution on intensity of consequences
and gravity of kinds of the terrorism acts scored for conditions of 2004 Olympic Games in
Greece. The forecast of tendencies of threats of the majority of the mentioned kinds of
terrorist activity shows on their decrease that can be caused by corresponding preventive
work and preventive actions of the Greek and international special services and the police
forces directed on a safety of participants and visitors of Olympiad. (On piñt. 2 linear trends
for an estimation of change
of probability of various
kinds of terrorism are
shown.)
However
the
calculations lead during
automated
forecasting
specify that in first half of
Games with probability more
than 70 % can be shown the
factors influencing approach
of a situation leading such
kinds of terrorist acts as
explosion which while are
estimated as casual.
P.S.:
According to CNN, in May 2004ã. the American special services have received the
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information, that "Al Kaida" group and the terrorist organizations connected to it plan
to carry out this summer new large act of terrorism, but nothing is know about an
exact place and time of terrorists' attack. In the information some probable targets of
the acts were called, but FBI and other special services of USA are mostly worried
about the safety of the Americans on the summer Olympic Games in Athens…" - as
you can see, there are key-words "safety of the Americans" in this information. So
who will be defended by the expensive SAIC system? After explosions in Athens in
May 2004, according to Australian newspaper The Canberra Times, Australia will send
its special military forces to defend its sportsmen during the Olympics. This decision
was approved by Greece government and International Olympic committee. And whay
about Russia? Russian delegation (750 participants) will be offic ially defended by 10
special agents. And unofficially there will be several men in civil clothes, but their only
function is to inform Greeks about possible danger. And any weapons for them are
forbidden completely!
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